
Q: What do I have to consider when moving large

amounts of (cartographically relevant) files and

filetypes while switching operating systems from Mac

to Windows?

A: There should not be too many issues with the most

common file types. Like old Illustrator files, most

software sits comfortably on both Mac/PC platforms

these days. The only issue with old Mac files can be the

missing a filename extension or suffix (e.g. .ai or .doc)

which was/is required by Windows. This can be solved by

using the Rename command to add the suffix. 

Q: What alternatives are there on Windows for iPhoto

for Mac?

A: For local storage and management of images, Picasa is

a free and cross-platform alternative:

http://picasa.google.com/

Q: What options are there for online, cross platform

data storage?

A: Free basic accounts and the most common platforms

are Google Drive, Dropbox, Box, and SugarSync. Free

online services come with strings attached, such as
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CARTO-SoC
The Society of Cartographers maintains an online list-serv for the use of members and non-members alike. The

facility is moderated and is intended to be a tool that practising cartographers and students of the subject may use to

exchange ideas, pose questions, inform others of job opportunities, or simply to keep in touch with friends.

To subscribe to CARTO-SoC:

send an email to listproc@sheffield.ac.uk with the message subscribe carto-soc 'your full name' in the body of

the mail.

(For instance, if you were Gerhardus Mercator and wished to subscribe, you would send the message subscribe

carto-soc Gerhardus Mercator to the address: listproc@sheffield.ac.uk).

To send a message to CARTO-SoC:

send your email to carto-soc@sheffield.ac.uk

You need to have first subscribed to CARTO-SoC in order to send messages.

If your WWW browser is set up with your correct Email address, simply type subscribe carto-soc 'your full name'

in the box, and send the message.

To unsubscribe from CARTO-SoC:

send an email to listproc@sheffield.ac.uk with the message unsubscribe carto-soc 'your full name' in the body

of the mail.

COMPUTERS IN CARTOGRAPHY

Edited by Benjamin Hennig

Snippets from the CARTO-SoC Listserv
As not all members of the Society are subscribers to the mailing list CARTO-SoC, it seemed a good idea to
summarize some of the more meaningful information that has been communicated. The following is a
summary of the most recent transactions and is shorter than usual as the editor of this section has taken over
the new role just a few weeks before the production deadline. The questions and answers are not credited to
the contributors, but where contact details are deemed appropriate to the answer they are included. As far as
possible, direct advertising or blatant commercialism has been removed. It is hoped that publishing these data
will both act as a reference and help those without access to CARTO-SoC to keep in touch with tips and
developments as notified through the Society’s Listserv.
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limited space and privacy concerns of commercial

providers. Some companies do not allow such services to

be used in their corporate networks. More options are

found here: http://websearch.about.com/od/web20/a/
online-storage.htm/

Q: How can I get OS maps on my iPad?

A: Ordnance Survey launched their first iOS app (with

Android to follow) called OS MapFinder

(https://www.ordnancesurvey.co.uk/oswebsite/news/2013/
01/os-mapfinder-launched.html). The app is free, but it is

a commercial venture, with OS digital data being

available to download from the same source. There are

many other mapping repositories and apps available

beyond that. One that is getting quite a lot of attention is

directU (http://www.directu.com/), a free offline map

browser application for OpenStreetMap data

(http://www.openstreetmap.org/).

Q: What is the reason for the choice of differing

colours and symbols, representing byways open to all

traffic, on the Ordnance Survey Explorer and

Landranger map series?

A: As far as we are aware (and thanks to J.B. Harley) red

was the colour chosen for depiction of Rights of Way

when added to the One Inch series between 1960 and

1972. The 1:25,000 series mapping opted for green. Both

decisions were probably made for reasons of cartographic

interpretation, and in relation to the other detail already

being shown. When the 1:50,000 was introduced to

replace the One Inch experiments were made with green,

but the cartographers at the time decided to stay with red.

Byways open to all traffic were introduced later than the

other types of right of way and it was decided to tie them

in with the existing colour schemes. The slight difference

in symbolization between the two scales (where the 1:50

000 has a small short peck between the cross symbol)

was also (probably) seen to aid user’s ability to interpret

the map as a whole.

Q: I am producing an archaeological cross section and

the fills available in Illustrator are not as

comprehensive as I need them to be. Is there a source

of fills to differentiate varying density of

soils/gravel/sands and even silt/sands with bone?

A: The SoC website members’ area has a file with some

Illustrator resource links which include some fills

information (http://www.soc.org.uk/members/
membonly.htm). Another resource is the United States

Geological Survey (USGS) (http://ngmdb.usgs.gov/
fgdc_gds/geolsymstd/download.php).

Q: Where do I get suitable vector and raster data for

my maps and GIS work?

A: Natural Earth (http://www.naturalearthdata.com/) is a

collaborative effort to make available free, high-quality

datasets for small-scale mapping. It is a public domain

map dataset available at 1:10m, 1:50m, and 1:110 million

scales, featuring tightly integrated vector and raster data.

Another good option is to use one of the SVG (scaled

vector graphics) maps from Wikipedia Commons

(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Blank_maps#
World) and rasterize it according to the individual needs.

Q: Does your institution have a map collection?

Are its details present and correct in the Directory of UK
Map Collections which is available online at

http://www.cartography.org.uk/default.asp?contentID=
705 ?

If you have a map collection which your institution may

be thinking of dispersing, please let colleagues know via

lis-maps (the email discussion list for UK map librarians

and archivists https://www.jiscmail.ac.uk/cgi-bin/
webadmin?A0=lis-maps) and BRICMICS (the British and

Irish Committee on Map Information and Cataloguing

Systems) (http://www.cartography.org.uk/default.asp?
contentID=704). We may be able to offer support and

advice, or help you find new homes for the maps.
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